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Abstract: Background and objectives: Most medical studies aim at determining the distribution of kidney
transplant survival based upon on demographic and clinical groupings by means of Cox regression. However,
parametric models may serve as proper substitutes in some conditions. The present study intends to compare
the efficiency of Cox regression and parametric models in analysis of kidney transplant survival. Materials and
methods: The present multi-center retrospective study was conducted on the medical records of 756 kidney
transplant recipients undergoing kidney operation at two treatment centers during 2001-2012. Here, Akaike
information criterion (AIC) was used for comparing the efficiency of parametric and Cox models. The
computations were done by means of STATA Software at 0.05 significance level. Findings: The result of
multivariate analysis showed a higher kidney survival rate for the receiving transplant from a relative family
(p=0.037) and those who have a postoperative creatinine rate less than two (p<0.001). The results indicated the
general preference of parametric models over Cox semi-parametric model. The lognormal model had the highest
efficiency among parametric models. Conclusion: The results suggested that the lognormal models has the best
fit among parametric models and may be used as a substitute for Cox model in analyzing kidney transplant
survival.
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INTRODUCTION influence survival [2]. One of the advantages of Cox risks

Most medical studies aim at determining the the survival time. However, there is an important
distribution of kidney transplant survival based on assumption in this model, i.e., the hypothesis of risks
demographic and clinical groupings. The statistical proportionality for all the independent variables of the
methods  of  such  a  distribution   and   its  differences ultimate model [3, 4]. If the hypothesis exists,
may involve parametric and semi-parametric models. interpretation of the obtained model may be easier than
Generally,  there  are  two  regression  models  for  the the parametric models. However, if the assumptions of the
survival data: Cox proportional risks model as a semi- parametric models exist, a stronger analysis can be
parametric model [1] and accelerated failure time models as conducted compared to semi-parametric methods.
parametric models. Many standard parametric models Considering some suppositions and selection of a
such as Weibull, exponential and lognormal fall in this hypothetical probability distribution for survival times
group. makes statistical inference more precise, causing the

Despite having some limitations, Cox model is used standard deviations to become smaller than the time when
as the most common model for modeling the factors that such suppositions did not exist. 

model is that probability distribution is not required for
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Chronic kidney disease (CKD), defined with an index supposed to have a parametric form, Cox model is called
of glomerular filtration less than 50 ml/min for 1.73m2 of a semi-parametric model for the hazard function. The
the body surface for more than three months, is proportional survival function shall be as follows: 
considered a health problem with high general load. Early
diagnosis, along with proper management, plays an
important role in the prevention of changing CKD into
End stage renal disease (ESRD) [5]. Treatment methods
for these patients include three classes of hemodialysis,
peritoneal dialysis and kidney transplant [6, 7]. Kidney This integral is called basic cumulative hazard
transplant is a suitable treatment method and the most function and there are various methods for its estimation
efficient one for the patients suffering from ESRD, which [3]. Cox model is the most applicable method to find the
brings about decreasing the death risk and increasing relationship between explanatory variables with the
their life quality in ESRD [8, 9]. This research aims at survival or any right censored response variable [2]. 
comparing such parametric models as Weibull,
exponential, lognormal and log-logistic with Cox Weibull Distribution: Weibull distribution, the
regression to determine the best model for analyzing generalized form of the exponential distribution, is widely
kidney transplant survival in the recipient patients at two used for weather forecast modeling in meteorology and
treatment centers in Iran. determining the wind distribution in radar modeling.

MATERIAL AND METHODS to analyze the survival data [10]. When its medical

This multi-center retrospective study was conducted distribution is an important model due to the possibility of
on the medical records of 756 kidney-recipient patients uniform increasing or decreasing the death rate in
undergoing kidney surgical operation at Imam Reza and patients. In the study by Viscomi et al., the survival
Chaharomin Shahid-e Mehrab Treatment Centers during period distribution in the children suffering from anemia
2001-2012. The patients that were followed for less than was conducted with Weibull distribution [11]. 
three months were excluded from the research. The exact
time of transplant was considered as the initial event and Exponential Distribution: Exponential distribution is the
the time of irreversible transplant rejection was seen as simplest and the most important distribution in survival
the final event, causing the individual to return to studies. Since 1940, researchers have used the exponential
treatment with dialysis and, in some cases, resulting in the distribution to show the life pattern for electronic
patient’s death. The cases where the final event has not systems. Like normal distribution in other statistical areas,
occurred due to leaving the problem or the patient’s death exponential distribution has then played an important role
for reasons other than rejecting the transplant are in lifetime studies. Being independent of prior information,
regarded as incomplete data. it is known as “lack of memory” distribution requiring that

Cox Regression: Cox regression develops a semi- future survival [12]. 
parametric model for the fit of hazard function, which
explanatory variables or risk factors can be added to its Lognormal Distribution: Skew distributions, low values
model while keeping constant the basic hazard function as mean, high variance and non-negative values like species
an indefinite, but non-negative, function of time. Cox variety, distribution of minerals in earth’s crust and
hazard function, for the explanatory variable X, is as generally based on lognormal distribution are commonly
follows: used for responding to stimulant biologic substances,

repair, financial researchers and studying the load price.

According to the model above, the basic hazard there were some examples of geology, metallurgy, health,
function (t) is for an individual, whose explanatory environment, ecology, linguistics, social sciences and0

variable equals zero. Since basic hazard function is not economics [13]. 

Weibull distribution is borrowed from engineering issues

application was analyzed, it was observed that Weibull

the present age of the living organism not influence its

most types of survival data, time distribution of hardware

As the application of lognormal distribution was tested,
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Logistic Distribution: If the death rate for analyzing the AIC= -2{log (likelihood)} + 2(P+K)
survival decreases slowly after reaching its maximum in a
limited period, it may be suitable to use failure rate where P is the number of parameters in the model and K is
distribution for the lifetime [14]. In some data sets, using a fixed coefficient dependent on the model type. In
a proper analysis model such as lognormal, inverse Weibull, log-logistic and lognormal models, K=2. The
Gaussian  and  log-logistic  appears  to  be  quite lower the AIC value, the more efficient the model is. To
important. However, in cases where we are faced with analyze the survival data, STATA software (ver. 12) was
censored data, log-logistic distribution has a mathematical used. The p-value, lower than 0.05, was considered as the
preference over other models [15]. Log-logistic is a significance level. 
continuous distribution of random variables with non-
negative figures and probability. This type of distribution Findings: In this cohort retrospective research, 756
is used in the analysis model for parametric survival where patients receiving kidney transplant from 2001 to 2012,
the rate is dramatically increasing at first and then were studied. As shown in Table 1, 756 kidney transplant
decreases [12]. recipients included 407 men and 349 women. The donors

To  estimate  the  survival  rate,  Kaplan-Meier consisted of 545 men and 211 women. The patients ranged
method was used and log-rank rest was applied to from 4 to 74 years old with a mean age of 39.6±13.4. Also,
compare the survival curves. Moreover, for the the transplant donors had a mean age of 24.4±5.7. Among
hypothesis concerning the fixedness of hazard the patients, 491 individuals (64.9%) underwent a left-
proportion, the graphic method -ln[-ln(s)] over time was kidney transplant. A number of 722 recipients (95.5%) had
used, where the hypothesis works if both curves are received kidneys from non-relative donors. The dialysis
parallel. time in patients, prior to their surgical operation, was from

In this research, Akaike information criterion (AIC) zero to 72 months within a mean of 17.8±12.7. The log-rank
was used for comparing the efficiency of the parametric test showed that the difference of the transplanted kidney
and Cox models. AIC is a criterion suggested by Akaike survival in both sexes (p=0.018), kinship with the kidney
[16] and is used for the measurement of a model’s donor (p=0.097), donor’s sex (p=0.042), diabetes (p=0.013),
goodness of fit. For the models applied in this study, AIC left or right transplanted kidney (p=0.031) and the amount
is calculated as follows: of postoperative creatinine (p<0.001) are significant. 

Table 1: Frequency distribution of the transplanted patients based on the variables under study and log-rank test results 

Variable Sub-group Quantity (Percent) P-value

Donor’s sex Man 545 (72.1) 0.042
Woman 211 (27.9)

Recipient’s sex Man 407 (53.8) 0.018
Woman 349 (46.2)

Sex Same 556 (73.5) 0.188
Different 200 (26.5)

Donor’s age <30 536 (70.9) 0.776
=30 220 (29.1)

Recipient’s age <40 397 (52.5) 0.309
=40 359 (47.5)

Donor’s relationship Non-relative 722 (95.5) 0.037
Relative 34 (4.5)

Blood group Same 734 (97.1) 0.188
Different 22 (2.9)

Diabetes No 633 (83.7) 0.013
Yes 123 (16.3)

Transplanted Kidney’s position Right 265 (35.1) 0.031
Left 491 (64.9)

Postoperative Creatinine >2 436 (57.7) 0.001
<2 320 (42.3)
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Table 2: Multivariate analysis of Cox and parametric models with clinical and demographic characteristics 

Characteristics CoxHR (CI) WeibullHR (CI) ExponentialHR (CI) LognormalTR (CI) Log-logisticTR (CI)

Recipient’s sex 1.3 (8.7-1.9) 1.3 (0.88-1.94) 1.26(0.84-1.88) 0.25  (0.08-0.77) 0.37 (0.13-1.1)*

Donor’s sex 1.22 (0.8-1.86) 1.23 (0.8-1.87) 1.32 (0.87-2) 0.66 (0.2-22) 0.57 (0.2-1.8)
Kinship 0.23  (0.06-0.94) 0.23  (0.057-0.93) 0.2  (0.05-0.8) 74.2  (2.5-2245) 49.8  (1.5-1625)* * * * *

Diabetes 0.98 (0.6-1.6) 0.99 (0.62-1.58) 0.9 (0.56-1.4) 1.13 (0.3-4.25) 1 (0.28-3.6)
Creatinine 4.5  (3-6.6) 4.6  (3.1-6.8) 4.1  (2.8-6) 0.14  (0.005-0.04) 0.017  (0.005-0.054)* * * * *

Loglik -871.4 -607.11 -716.66 -603.74 -605.54
1756.8 1228.2 1445.3 1221.5 1225

* Significance level 5% 

Fig. 1: Kaplan-Meier diagram for the 5-year survival of kidney transplant 

The survival estimate of the transplanted kidney for such three models as Weibull, lognormal and log-logistic
periods of one month, six months, one year, three years were approximately similar. The lowest Akaike criterion
and five years were 0.921, 0.873, 0.857, 0.771 and 0.722, value  belonged   to   the  lognormal  model  in  which
respectively (Fig. 1). AIC= 1221.5. Table (2) presents the results in detail. 

After studying the hypothesis through -ln[-ln(s)]
graphic method over time, stating that the hazard ratio is DISCUSSION
constant, it was clear that the hypothesis is also true for
such variables as donor’s sex, quantity of postoperative In medical science, researchers are more interested in
creatinine, diabetes, kinship and recipient’s sex. These Cox hazard model than other parametric models to
variables were introduced into the model as covariates in estimate the survival model. We require some hypotheses
multivariate analysis. Hazard ratio for Cox, exponential and to analyze the survival by means of Cox model. This
Weibull models and time ratio for lognormal and log- model develops that any change at independent variables
logistic were estimated. Kinship and postoperative level in the hazard function is independent of time.
creatinine quantity were significant in all models, but However, the hypotheses required for modeling Cox
recipient’s sex was significant just in the lognormal model. hazard model may not work in many conditions, especially
We could study the models through the estimated AIC in biomedical fields [17]. If these hypotheses do not work,
quantity. The result showed the preference for  parametric the results obtained from Cox model may be invalid.
models over semi-parametric models in Cox regression. Unfortunately, a study on the survival analysis in the
Among parametric models, the exponential model had a magazines dealing with cancer showed that only five
higher AIC value than those of other ones. However, percent   of   the   researches   that   used   Cox  model  had
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checked its hypotheses [18]. Moreover, various the same condition existed for the lognormal regression
parametric models like Weibull, lognormal and log-logistic (in multivariate analysis) [23]. One limitation of the present
are widely used for analyzing the survival data. These study is its high percentage of right-censorship. to reach
models  can  interpret  the  survival  time  based  on a an appropriate fit for parametric models, it is better that
specific distribution irrespective of proportional hazard right-censorship does not exceed 40 to 50 percent [24].
hypothesis. Although  right-censorship  was  almost  80  percent in

If the survival times use Weibull or exponential this study, parametric models had an appropriate fit again
distribution, the analysis with parametric models will be [25-27].
stronger. This means that, under special conditions,
parametric models such as Weibull, log-logistic and CONCLUSION
lognormal may have more accurate results than Cox model
[19]. The population of survival times usually has an Although the regression coefficients of parametric
exponential or Weibull distribution; therefore, a parametric and semi-parametric models were not similarly used, the
model is more efficient and similar than its corresponding results of the five models indicated the independent effect
non-parametric or semi-parametric models. Moreover, it of both postoperative creatinine and kinship variables.
has more flexibility in adding covariates to the model. Moreover, it was shown that lognormal model has the

In this study, some variables that were significant best fit among parametric models and may be used as a
through the log-rank test and had the proportional hazard substitute for Cox model in analyzing kidney transplant
hypothesis were introduced into the model. Multivariate survival. Despite most researchers’ interest in the
analysis results show the effect of postoperative application of Cox model for the survival analysis,
creatinine quantity and kinship, i.e., kidney survival was parametric models have the ability to present better
longer in the patients who received kidney from a relative results than Cox model in cases where there is fairly less
and   those   whose   postoperative   creatinine  value  was censorship, whether hazard proportion hypothesis exists
lower than 2. These results have been obtained in some or not. Therefore, it is suggested that, while considering
other studies [20, 21]. The donor’s kinship with the the results of all different models for survival analysis, the
recipient also showed a great effect on kidney survival, best and most efficient model be selected. 
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